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Abstract: The article concerns a legal way of election the President in the Polish legal order between second
world war. The April Constitution 1935, which made the head of state the most powerful body, tried to reflect
the political orientation of its creators. The Constitution from 1935 was made personally for Józef Piłsudski.
The political option, ruling Poland after 1926, had to construct the wise of president election, which would
be secure for the this option.
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1. VIEW OF THE POLISH POLITICAL HISTORY IN THE INTERWAR PERIOD
(1918–1939)

The procedure of election the head of state is very important because of fact, that mod-
ules the base of presidential power in the constitutional order of the state and proves a le-
gitimist strength. There is no doubt, that the way of election of the constitutional body
has a connection with a scope of competences owned by a authority. The another issue
concerns diversification of constitutional orders, that means that often a specific origin
of state’s institution often is a feature characteristic for one system. For example election
of the President by the nation characterizes a presidential system, and by the Parliament
– a parliamentary system. Of course it is no very stiff division and there are constitutions
containing features of different legal systems (like Constitution of the Republic of Poland,
added on the 2nd of April 1997, which introduces the well-balanced parliamentary sys-
tem1).

The history of the polish constitutionality during the interwar period is very interesting
because the three superior legal sources from 1919 (provisional), 1921 and 1935 intro-
duced totally different constitutional solutions. It was caused by the particular political
situation in the Second Republic of Poland. During the Great War many organizations,
which were established by the different political parties, tried to make public the problem
of the Polish independence. After the 11th of November 1918 the most popular politician
Józef Piłsudski, who was bounded up with the Polish Socialist Party, took on the task of
unification state’s territory under the reign of one Government located in Warsaw. As a for-
mal Temporary Head of State (Tymczasowy Naczelnik Państwa) Piłsudski appointed the
first independent cabinet with Jędrzej Moraczewski as the Prime Minister and organized
the free election to the unicameral Parliament in January 1919. On the 20th of November
19192 the Sejm (Sejm Ustawodawczy) in provisional Constitution entrusted Piłsudski with
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the office of Chef of State (Naczelnik Państwa) till the moment, when the first full Consti-
tution will be issued. The political parties located on the right side of polish Parliament
with the leader, and a Piłsudski’s opponent, Roman Dmowski realized that the construc-
tion of the new Constitution should assume that Piłsudski would be probably elected on
the most prestigious office. This is the reason why mainly the National Populist Party
(Związek Ludowo-Narodowy), so a faction of the National Democracy, tried to reduce the
future president’s competences. Piłsudski knew that the work on the project of the new
constitution aimed against him. In 1930 during the interview carried out by Tadeusz Świę-
cicki he told that the Constitution passed in march 1921 “was constructed ad hominem,
(…) that means personally against me”3. K. Kawalec claims that this situation is classical
example of giving up theoretical basis of political ideas for the particular aim.4 The con-
sequence of this legislative activity was a very weak position of the President in Constitu-
tion issued by the Sejm on the 17th March 1921.5 It was based on the Constitution of the
Third French Republic, and introducted the parliamentary system in which the Sejm had
all most important competences. Piłsudski’s huge popularity and good reputation after
victory during the polish-bolshevik war (1919–1921) caused that he received an offer to
became a Head of the State. To great surprise he refused claiming that the president’s
power is only “to put pressure on the other institutions without any rights”.6 In the election
which took place in December 1922 the National Assembly appointed Gabriel Narutowicz
for the office. On the 16th of December 1922, also only five days after the swearing-in cer-
emony, the first President of the Republic of Poland was killed by the nationalist radical
Eligiusz Niewiadomski in the Museum of Art “Zachęta” in Warsaw. A few days later Piłsud-
ski’s ex-partner from underground activity Stanisław Wojciechowski assumed the vacated
function. In 1923 the coalition of parties which were the Marshal Piłsudski’s political en-
emies tried to eliminate his authority, so he decided to stopped the political activity and
start living in a small village near Warsaw which calls Sulejówek.

Three years later the political situation looked bad. There were many problems with
creating a new government and the international position of Poland was dangerous. Pił-
sudski, supported by his adherents, carried out the coup d’état in May 1926 and created
the cabinet with Kazimierz Bartel as the Prime Minister. The new President became very
Ignacy Mościcki, who was a very calm and inexperienced person. The era, which is called
un regime extra-constitutionnel, 7 is characterized by the dualism of power. The opponents
of the government have a majority in bicameral Parliament, but they could not appoint
the government because it was occupied by the Piłsudski’s confidants. The Parliament
was forced to issue an amendment of the Constitution in August 1926, which gave more
power to the executive power and less to the legislative power. Piłsudski tried to rule with
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the Constitution from 1921, but, in fact, it was too difficult to adhere to the letter of the
law. Constitutional precedents were one of the most distinct features of the new regime.
This practice is good ilustrated by one example. In September 1926 the Sejm according to
article 58 the Polish Constitution passed the vote of no confidence towards two members
of the cabinet Antoni Sujkowski and Kazimierz Młodzianowski. The Prime Minister Kaz-
imierz Bartel handed his resignation as a protest against the decision of the Parlament.
The President Ignacy Mościcki, after a consulting with Piłsudski, appointed the new gov-
ernment with the same composition of the cabinet. The Sejm could not do anything be-
cause the legal order did not mention this case. This way of rule using precedents was
mainly worked out by one of the authors of the next supreme legal act, lawyer and politi-
cian, Stanisław Car, called humorously by the opponents Jego Interpretarskoje Wieliczestwo
(his interpretation Majesty). It is important to say that Piłsudski had to find a solution to
govern as a part of legal order. Only a small group of observer realized that the Constitution
from March 1921 could not manage with the Marshal’s phenomenon.8

In march 1928 the parliamentary election was organized. It was the first time when Józef
Piłsudski’s supporters took part in the election as a one political party, with the official
name “The Nonpartisan Bloc for Cooperation with the Government” (Bezpartyjny Blok
Współprcy z Rządem – BBWR) 9. It brought together people of assorted political views who
supported the Piłsudski’s policy. The leader and the creator of this body was Walery Sławek
– Marshal’s friend and partner from an underground activity. In this election the BBWR
won, getting only 21% of votes in the Sejm. It was not enough to change the Constitution.
In spite of the small amount of seats in the Parliament, the representatives of the govern-
ment’s party submitted on the 6th of February 192910 the project of act amending in the
binding supreme state’s act. The main stream of proposed changes focused on the spread-
ing the power of the President and the government. The opposition did not agree with the
proposals, and constitutional deliberations were interrupted by the dissolution of the Par-
liament in August 1930. After it Piłsudski ordered to arrest the most important political
opponents and bring a lawsuit against them. The new elections, called “Brest election”
(Wybory Brzeskie)11, finished successfully for the government, because the BBWR got near
56% of all votes. Despite not quite legal forms of winning votes, the strongest political
group in the polish Parliament did not have chance to change the Constitution and need
to hold talks with the opposition. In this situation leaders of other parties decided to ob-
struct an undertakings concerning the new state’s legal order. It is worth to mention that
there were two other systems of constitutional works: an official and an unofficial. The
first was carrying on in a special parliamentary commission, which brought forward the
project of the binding Constitution with new, unbinding changes in February 1931. The
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unofficial work started in a summer 1933, when Stanisław Car and Bohdan Podoski were
invited by the President Ignacy Mościcki to his residence in Spała. During this one-month
stay they created the new project of Polish Constitution, completely different from the
binding one. The draft was made up by Walery Sławek, who added some provisions con-
cerning legal principles and a base of the new legal system.12 It was not in harmony with
Piłsudski’s enunciations in which he claimed that a supreme legal act in state should be
only “something like a contract between three main constitutional springs powering the
whole state”13, what means that there is no place for principles.

The new Constitution was issued in January 1934 by the polish Sejm and one year later
by the Senate. It is worth to mention using not quite legal way to pass the act by Sejm,
which seized an opportunity that there was only one representative of the opposition.14

On the 23rd of April 1935 the President of the Republic of Poland Ignacy Mościcki signed
the text of the Constitution, which took effect on the next day (!)15. It introduced a presi-
dential system with some elements of authoritarianism and accomplished the idea that
the state is a of all the citizens. It also limited the powers of the Sejm and Senat while
strengthening the authority of the President of Poland. There was no trisection of power,
because legislative, judicial and executive power were under presidential control. Article
2 section 2 stated that the President of Poland was liable only to “God and the History”. 

A strong position of the head of state according to the April Constitution was connected
with the Józef Piłsudski’s authority. Unfortunately on the 12th May 1935 68-years old Mar-
shal died in the Belvedere in Warsaw. The death of the indisputable leader of a ruling elite
caused many problems with a political heritage. The period, named “the decomposition
of the governing camp”16, became. After the period of competition between the President
Ignacy Mościcki, the General Inspector of Military Forces Edward Rydz-Śmigły and the
Minister of Foreign Affairs Józef Beck, the agreement was achieved. The new cabinet with
Felicjan Sławoj-Składkowski as a Prime Minister was exercising for three years, so till the
beginning of the Second World War. 

The Constitution from April 1935 showed that the strong position of the President in
the polish legal order was not the best solution. Ignacy Mościcki, who according to the
Piłsudskis’s will should resign as the head of state in favour of Walery Sławek, was a person
who many matters treated personally, what caused irrational decisions.17
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To sum up it worth to say that the political and constitutional history of the Second Re-
public of Poland was very interesting and presenting different legal solution. The strong
authority of Marshall Józef Piłsudski shaped the whole political area and had an important
contribution to provisions of the polish Constitutions, also the procedure of election the
head of state.

2. THE PROCEDURES OF ELECTION THE HEAD OF STATE 
IN THE POLISH CONSTITUTIONS FROM 1921 AND 1935

The Constitution of the Republic of Poland from 17 march 1921 regulated the procedure
of election the head of state narrowly. It is worth to mention that there was no separate chap-
ter concerning the legal situation of the President. There was only chapter III “The executive
power” containing provisions connected with situation of the President and the Government
in the state’s order. According to article 39 of the March Constitution the President of the Re-
public of Poland was elected for 7 years by the National Assembly by a absolute majority vote,
which came to existence after join the Sejm (444 members) and the Senate (111 members).
It is worth to mention that this Act was very liberal with reference to conditions, which had
to be fulfilled by the candidate.18 He had to be more than 21 years old, and have all civil rights.
During the work on the new Constitution creators cited the provisions of the Constitution of
the Third Republic of France from 1875 and the Czechoslovak’s Constitutional Charter.19 There
were a few ways to begin the procedure. In random situation the President should summon
the National Assembly within last quarter of his working as a President. If he would not do
this until 30 days before the end of term of office the Sejm and the Senate joined ex lege
chaired by the Speaker of the Sejm. The Constitution provided for extraordinary situations
in which the office was vacated, when the President died, resigned or the Sejm passed the
resolution dismissing with a qualified majority (3/5). In this cases the President is substituted
by the Speaker of the Sejm (Marszałek Sejmu) and the National Assembly came into being ex
lege. When the Parliament would be dissolved the Speaker immediately called the elections
to the Sejm and the Senate (article 41). The detailed provisions contained the act from 27th

July 1922 the Rules of the Procedure of Elections the President by National Assembly20. The
President or the Sejm’s Speaker called an election. Article 7 of the Rules said that the election
was valid when the half of all the National Assembly members took part in the session. The
main principle was an open session (article 8). To underline the importance of election it was
forbidden to deliberate or vote in other cases in the day of election. The Speaker of National
Assembly who was the Speaker of the Sejm received the suggestion concerning potential can-
didates. Only a suggestion supported by 50 members was valid (article 12). Than the Speaker
opened the session and every single member of the National Assembly, whose name was
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read, voted in writing form for one candidate. A candidate who got absolute majority of votes
won. Blank papers, vote for a person who was not a candidate and paper with name of voter
was invalid. If there was no winner, the election should be repeat. If there was the same situ-
ation a candidate who got the less amount of votes was dropped out. This procedure was re-
peating till the President was elected. It is interesting that according to article 19 if two last
candidates received the same amount of votes two times, a lot decided. Than the Speaker
announced a result. If the new-elected President did not accept a choice or refused to swear
an oath, the Speaker should call a new election.21 Because article 53 of the March Constitution
demanded from the elected candidate to be independent, article 24 of the Rules anticipated
the possibility of resignation a seat in the Sejm, the Senate or other office. Next the Speaker
of the Sejm or the Senate (if the first one was elected) had to call the National Assembly to
listen to an oath took by the new-elected President. The text of the oath was specified in article
54 of the Constitution. According to the section 1 article 24 of Rules issued in 1922 after that
the new President in a presence of ex-President, Prime Minister and Speakers of the Sejm
and the Senate took over the power and from this moment was performing the function of
the head of state. It is worth to underline that the text of the oath manifested deeply Christian
character,22 what was contrary to the religious and belief freedom, guaranteed by the article
111 of the Constitution. It was not forbidden to be reelected.

The election procedure in April Constitution from 1935 is much more complicated. All
provisions were contained by the chapter II named “The President of the Republic”. Pro-
visions realized very strong presidential influence on the procedure of election the new
head of state.23 Wacław Komarnicki enumerated three reasons of regulations: 1) high au-
thority of the President, 2) problems with the virtim election of the King before 1795, 3)
problems with minorities and ethnical groups in the Second Republic.24 Article 16 section
2 said that: “The candidate for the office of President of the Republic is appointed by the
Electoral Assembly”. The conditions which must be fulfilled by the candidate were the
same like in previous Constitution. This body consisted of the Speaker of the Senate (as
a chairperson), the Speaker of the Sejm, the Prime Minister, the General Inspector of Mil-
itary Forces and 75 the noblest people elected by the Sejm (50) and the Senate (25). Elec-
toral Assembly was called by the President till 15 days before the end of the term of the of-
fice. It could be also called immediately by the Speaker of the Senate25 if the office was
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vacated (e. i. when the head of state died, resigned or was dismissed). A candidate elected
by the Electoral Assembly assumed the presidential office after seven days from the day
of a vote. There was only one exception: if the President appointed a new candidate, a na-
tional election was organized (article 16 sections 3 and 4). It was a sign of the strong legal
position of the President in the constitutional order after April 1935. The citizens had
a right to choose one from two candidates. The true is, according to the ex-Speaker of the
Sejm opinion, that in fact this procedure prevented from electing the head of state by the
Nation.26 The term of the presidential office lasted 7 years, but Piłsudski thought about
perpetual term, resigning from this idea for the reason that there is no person who can be
suitable person for this function.27 Detailed regulations for the constitutional provisions
were issued in the 8th of July 1935 in Election of the President of the Republic Act28. It was
longer than the previous act from 1922 and regulated very deeply issues concerning the
election. The most important part I, chapter III elaborated the procedure of Electoral As-
sembly session. Each single elector had had an obligation to swear the oath before he
started to vote. Article 14 section 1 of the Act said that the election was valid when the half
of all the Electoral Assembly members and the chairman took part in the session. Candi-
dates for the official candidate for the office should be proposed by 8 electors at least. The
electors voted in written form for only one candidate. A candidate who got absolute ma-
jority of votes won. If there was no candidate who won in two ballots, a candidate with
the less amount of votes was dropped out. This procedure was repeating till a candidate
for the presidential office was elected. Then the Chairman announced a result and in-
formed the President. If he resigned from his right to designate the presidential candidate
in written form or did not realized his right within 7 days, the person who was chosen by
the Electoral Assembly became the President of Poland (article 28), otherwise the national
election should be appoint. It was regulated by the part II of the act from 1935. The right
to vote deserved to men and women who were 24 years old and more and they were not
deprived of right to elect the member of the Sejm (article 31). It is interesting that the Con-
stitution did not mention the age of voters. Citizen voted in written form by secret ballot,
equally and directly. The candidate who had got more votes won. It is very important that
the Act introduced a possibility to lodge a election protest with Supreme Court. The similar
regulation was transplanted to the polish Constitution from 1997 which is binding now.
Before the new President took over the power he had to swear the oath according to article
19 section 1 the April Constitution, which contained many Christian features. The Act said
that the new head of state started performing the function in the day in which the term of
the office was finished. In some cases he could took power immediately (article 66 of the
Act). It was not forbidden to be reelected. 

The Constitution contained specific regulation (article 24) which said that the term of
the presidential office should be extended till three months from a moment a peace after
war had been signed. During a war the head of state could appoint the next President if
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the office would be vacated. The new one could take the power till three months from
a moment a peace after war had been signed. It was the reason why the Polish Government
and the President in London were being continued during the Second World War and after
year 1945.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The problem was that both Supreme Acts in Poland were created personally for Józef
Piłsudski. So some regulations were not very rational or others, were not passed. Hopefully
the article 24 of the April Constitution was very clever instrument during the war and it
caused that the legal power of the head of state could be saved.

The April Constitution introduced very complicated proceeding of the presidential elec-
tion, which was very original and interesting. We can say that in was the compromise three
important principles: designation, election by the Parliament and by the Nation. It was
connected with the position of the President in the Supreme Act, because he was the sov-
ereign and the superior of all constitutional bodies. It was not possible to copy the solu-
tions from the previous Constitution, because the President could not be elect by the sub-
ordinate Parliament29. 
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